
  HIGHEST	  QUALITY	  AND	  100%	  GUARANTEE	  

Central Glass performs hundreds of safe auto glass repairs and replacements 

every year.  We use only factory-authorized glass from industry-approved 

sources and premium Sika brand urethane adhesive, which is heated to 180° 

and then allowed to cool and set for the strongest seal possible.  We service 

domestic and foreign cars, trucks, vans, and commercial vehicles.

FAST,	  CONVENIENT,	  EXPERT	  INSTALLATION	  

We understand that our clients are busy and therefore, our goal is to provide you with quick and convenient service.  In 

most cases, it’s the windshield that’s damaged, but we also replace Back Glass, Door Windows, Rear Windows, 

Sunroofs, and Rear View Mirrors.

INSURANCE	  CLAIMS	  

Assisting our clients with insurance claims is part of our commitment to making safe windshield replacement as 

convenient as possible.  That means minimizing the amount of time customers spend dealing with the insurance 

process.  We have built strong relationships with both the insurance companies and the agents who sell their products 

and use standardized pricing so that we are able to bill them directly.  The insurance companies are pleased because 

they know exactly what to expect and our clients are happy because they don't have the hassle of insurance paperwork.
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FREQUENTLY	  ASKED	  QUESTIONS	  
How long will it take to replace my windshield? 
Replacing your windshield will usually take around an hour to complete, depending on the vehicle.  We take our time to ensure the highest 
quality installation in your vehicle. 

How long should I wait to drive my vehicle after my windshield has been replaced? 
To ensure the safety of your vehicle, we suggest to wait at least one hour after installation to drive your vehicle.  The windshield plays a vital 
role in the airbag system of your vehicle and should be given time to cure before you drive the vehicle. 

How will the weather affect my scheduled installation? 
In cases of inclement weather (rain or snow), we do not recommend replacing your windshield outside.  However, if we can get the vehicle 
under cover we can complete the installation.  In order for the glue to properly adhere to the vehicle, the surface of the vehicle must be dry 
for proper installation. 

Will my insurance cover my windshield replacement? 
Most windshield replacements are covered under comprehensive automobile policies.  In Massachusetts, you most likely have full glass 
coverage with no deductible.  Call us and we’ll help you process your claim with your insurance carrier. 

Will insurance cover a repair? 
The majority of insurance companies do cover repairs and often waive the deductible, if required. 

Will I have to pay a deductible? 
If for some reason your policy does not cover glass replacement, you may have to pay a deductible.  Paying a deductible is not the same as 
not having glass coverage. 

Does Central Glass work with all insurance companies and agents? 
Yes, we work with all insurance companies and agents, even if they’re outside of the New England area. 

Does Central Glass handle claims and paperwork? 
Yes, we will handle all the processes and paperwork associated with your claim.  You don’t have to worry about a thing. 
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